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Dear Friends,
We think of you often and hope that you and your families, friends and colleagues are managing OK during these
complicated times. It’s difﬁcult to believe that we are approaching another Spring without being able to see so
many of you in person — and especially difﬁcult to miss sharing prosecco and friendship with you in bella Bologna.
Nevertheless, we are hopeful for the future and are forging ahead. We’re excited to share our new rights guide with
you — featuring a terriﬁc selection of titles for children of all ages in a variety of formats. As always, we are curious
to hear your thoughts.
The global children’s publishing community shares a special bond. We are so fortunate and proud to join you in
bringing wonderful books to children of all ages around the world. Please know how much we appreciate your
enduring optimism and good will.
Thank you for all you do. We look forward to continuing our good work together in the months and years ahead.
Warmest wishes for peace and good health always...
Our very best from New York,
Pam, Jocelyn, Lauren, Kristina, Dakota

TAKE ME WITH YOU WHEN YOU GO
Internationally bestselling authors Jennifer Niven and David Levithan join forces in a compelling collaboration — a novel
of love, loss and finding home.
Teenage siblings Bea and Ezra are inseparable, sharing a bond borne of struggle. They never knew their father, and their
mother later married an abusive man. When the novel opens, Bea — only months away from graduation — has run away
from home. She hasn’t left a note or confided her plan to Ezra in advance, leaving him feeling abandoned and concerned
about fending for himself in a tenuous situation. So when Bea quickly establishes a private e-mail account, thus allowing
them to stay connected to each other, Ezra is relieved.
However, soon Ezra is forced to leave home as well. As sister and brother continue to communicate daily, they share
their separate journeys — from news about romances old and new to family secrets to their dreams for a better future.
Can they ever learn to trust again — to trust other people...or even themselves?
Told in alternating voices and featuring the relatable characters and accessible writing for which both authors are known,
TAKE ME WITH YOU WHEN YOU GO is an emotional story about family, friendship and hope.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jennifer Niven and David Levithan
256
12 +
August 31, 2021

BREATHLESS
Jennifer Niven’s luminous new novel is an insightful portrait of a young woman
ready to write her own story.
With graduation approaching, aspiring author Claudine Henry is making plans for
college and her future. Then her father announces he’s leaving Claude’s mother,
and their tight-knit family is shattered. Claude’s entire world suddenly feels like a
lie, and her future anything but under control.
Claude’s mom whisks them away to a remote island off the coast of Georgia, where
Claude meets Jeremiah. Miah is a local guide with a passion for photography and
a past he doesn’t like to talk about. He’s brash and enigmatic and, even more
infuriatingly, he’s the only one who seems to see Claude for who she wants to be.
But Claude is only on the island for one summer — there’s not enough time to fall
in love, especially if it means putting her already-broken heart at risk.
BREATHLESS is a story about curiosity, intimacy, and anticipation. But it’s also about
a broader scope of love — among family and among friends — and awakening to
how the adult world works, in all its messy, complicated iterations. BREATHLESS is
Jennifer Niven at her emotional best.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jennifer Niven
400
14 +
September 29, 2020

Rights to BREATHLESS licensed to:
Brazil – Companhia das Letras
Bulgaria – Enthusiast
Croatia – Profil Knjiga
Czech Republic – Euromedia
Denmark – Forlaget Alvilda
England – Penguin Random House UK
France – Gallimard
Germany – Fischer Verlag
Holland – Overamstel Uitgevers
Italy – DeA Planeta
Poland – Bukowy Las
Portugal – Penguin Random House Portugal
Romania – Editura Trei
Slovakia – Ikar
Sweden – Lilla Piratforlaget
Turkey – Pegasus
Rights to ALL THE BRIGHT PLACES licensed in 30 markets.
Rights to HOLDING UP THE UNIVERSE licensed in 26 markets.
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Penguin Random House UK
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Zvaigzne
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Bukowy Las
Editora Objetiva
Editura Trei
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Urban Reads
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Editorial Planeta
Lilla Piratforlaget
ClassAct Publishing
Pegasus
KM Books
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26 Markets
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-
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Bukowy Las
Editora Objetiva
Editura Trei
AST
Urban Reads
Ikar
Editorial Planeta
Grup 62
Lilla Piratforlaget
Pegasus
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DANCING

“Nicola Yoon knows how to make you fall in love.”
—Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author

DELACORTE
PRESS

nicola yoon

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING

We’re delighted to share the latest project from international bestseller, Nicola Yoon, author of
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Nicola Yoon
400
12 +
June 1, 2021

Rights to EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING licensed in 41 markets.
Rights to THE SUN IS ALSO A STAR licensed in 27 markets.

EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING
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Mintbooks
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YOU’D BE HOME NOW
From the New York Times bestselling author of GIRL IN PIECES comes a breathtaking
story about a town, its tragedies, and the quiet beauty of everyday life.
Emmy is known for many things — for being the wealthy great-granddaughter of the
town’s founder, for being the younger sister of the beautiful Maddie Ward, and for
being the protector for her older brother, Joey. But when she and Joey are in the car
crash that kills Candy MontClaire, the accident reveals just how bad Joey’s drug habit
is. Now, four months later, Emmy’s back at school, Joey is home from rehab, and the
entire town of Mill Haven is still reeling.
Emmy is beginning to see that people are more than they appear, especially her
brother, who might not be as well as he claims to be. Inspired by the classic American
play Our Town, YOU’D BE HOME NOW is Kathleen Glasgow’s glorious modern story
of a town’s secrets — and one girl’s journey to figuring out life in all its pain, beauty,
hardship, and joy.

Rights to YOU’D BE HOME NOW licensed to:
England — OneWorld

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kathleen Glasgow
400
14 +
September 28, 2021

LOVE FROM SCRATCH
This delectable romantic comedy debut about two rival interns is perfect for foodies,
feminists, and fans of YA romance.
Reese Camden has just landed her dream summer internship in the marketing
department at Friends of Flavor, a wildly popular cooking channel in Seattle. Her only
problem: Benny, the relentlessly charming culinary intern, who also happens to be her
main competition for the job that will be opening up in the fall.
Reese’s plan to keep her professional and personal lives separate crumbles when she
and Benny are thrown together for a video shoot that goes viral, making them the
internet’s newest hot couple. Reese can’t deny the chemistry between her and Benny.
But the more their rivalry heats up, the harder it is to keep love off the menu . . .
In addition to being a great summer beach read, LOVE FROM SCRATCH weaves
together themes of feminism, internet bullying, and more.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kaitlyn Hill
304
12 +
April 5, 2022

Underlined is Random House Children’s Books’ genre-driven,
paperback original program. Highly commercial and compulsively
readable, the books in this imprint are a mix of thriller, romance,
and horror, with one title published each month.

ESCAPE ROOM

THE GAME

Four teens are ready for a night of fun at the
Escape Room . . . but what if the Game Master
has no intention of letting them go?
BRITISH ONLY

Inspired by Agatha Christie’s THE ABC MURDERS,
a senior year tradition turns deadly when someone takes things too far — targeting classmates
one by one, letter by letter.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Maren Stoffels
224
12 +
July 7, 2020

HORROR

THRILLER

GIRL ON THE RUN

FRIGHT NIGHT

HORROR

Linsey Miller
240
12 +
August 4, 2020

When a group of friends spend the night in
a forest, they must confront their greatest
fears: one of them won’t survive the night
. . . and one of them is a killer.
BRITISH ONLY

In this fast-paced thriller, Katelyn discovers
that her mother might not be who she says
she is . . . and someone is hunting them both.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Maren Stoffels
240
12 +
September 1, 2020

Rights to GIRL ON THE RUN licensed to:
Russia – Eksmo

THRILLER

Abigail Johnson
240
12 +
October 6, 2020

ALL I WANT
FOR CHRISTMAS

NEW YEAR’S KISS
Tess has a New Year’s resolution to make the
coming year memorable in every way, and she’s
willing to make herself vulnerable for love.

Bailey only wants one thing from Santa
this year: love. Will her Christmas wish
come true?

ROMANCE

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Wendy Loggia
240
12 +
November 3, 2020

Rights to NEW YEAR’S KISS licensed to:
Germany – Carlsen Verlag

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Lee Matthews
240
12 +
December 1, 2020

11 PAPER HEARTS

THE WILD

A romantic comedy about a girl with a
bucket list of things she must do before
Valentine’s Day.

When Dawn’s parents send her to a wilderness
boot camp, things go terribly wrong . . . and soon
she finds herself fighting for her life.
BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kelsey Hartwell
240
12 +
January 5, 2021

THRILLER

Owen Laukkanen
368
12 +
January 26, 2021

I THINK I LOVE YOU

MY EPIC
SPRING BREAK (UP)

This humorous debut follows two girls who
start as rivals but, after a twist of events, end
up falling for one another — at least, they
think so.
•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

When Ella discovers that the most popular boy in
school has been texting multiple girls at the same
time, she decides to get revenge . . . after she
becomes his dream girl.

Auriane Desombre
320
12 +
March 2, 2021

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kristin Rockaway
240
12 +
April 6, 2021

ROMANCE
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PROM HOUSE

ROOM SERVICE

Ten teens head to the Jersey Shore for a weekend of fun after prom — but one by one, they
begin to die. Could somebody’s date be a killer?

A fancy hotel with no parents means party time
for four friends. But the fun quickly turns into
a nightmare when an uninvited guest arrives.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

•Author:
•Page count:
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Chelsea Mueller
240
12 +
May 4, 2021

HORROR

Maren Stoffels
240
12 +
June 29, 2021

SMALL TOWN
MONSTERS

LIKE A LOVE SONG
Teen pop star Nati’s image takes a dive
after a messy public breakup...until she’s
set up with a swoon-worthy fake boyfriend.
Will she discover true love on her way back
to the top?

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Gabriela Martins
304
12 +
August 3, 2021

Maxwell and Vera come face to face with deeply
disturbing true stories of cults, death worship,
and the very nature that drives people to evil
in this suspenseful #ownvoices thriller that
blends American and Latin American folklore.

HORROR

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Tif Marcelo
256
12 +
October 5, 2021

Diana Rodriguez Wallach
336
12 +
September 7, 2021

MURDER AT THE
HYPE HOUSE

THE HOLIDAY SWITCH
A bookish girl crosses paths with her boss’s
aggravating nephew. But when they
accidentally switch phones, their newly
discovered secrets draw them together.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Cover
to
Come

THRILLER

Six teenagers seem to have it all: a beachfront
mansion, millions of TikTok followers, model
good looks, and sponsorship deals . . . until
one member of the house turns up dead in the
pool — and the rest of them become suspects.
•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kiley Roache
304
12 +
November 30, 2021

“This book is great,”
–Author You Love

“This book is great,”
–Author You Love

REQUIRED READING FOR THE
DISENFRANCHISED FRESHMAN
Stunning and timely, this debut novel deals with racism and privilege on university
campuses.
Savannah Howard sacrificed nearly her entire high school social life to make sure
she would get into a good college. It was the least she could do as her mom
juggled multiple jobs to ensure Savannah was able to leave her poor community
and make something of herself.
Ivy League Wooddale University is far from the perfectly manicured community
showcased on their brochures. Savannah barely has a college ID in hand before
she comes face to face with racism, elitism, and microaggressions.

REQUIRED
READING

Soon Savannah begins to unearth the hidden secrets of Wooddale’s racist history.
But what’s the price for standing up for what is right? And will telling the truth
about Wooddale’s past cost Savannah her own future?
BRITISH ONLY

FOR THE

FRESHMAN
requiredreading_comps_009.indd 1
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•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kristen R. Lee
256
14 +
February 1, 2022

BEFORE TAKEOFF
In this thrilling, imaginative read, two teens meet and fall in love during a layover
gone wrong.
James and Michelle each find themselves at the airport on a layover. They couldn’t be
more different, but seemingly never-ending delays draw them both to a mysterious
flashing green light — and one another. Michelle quickly discovers that the flashing
green light is actually a button, and pressing it may or may not unwittingly break the
rules of the universe.
No matter how hard they try, it seems no one can find a way in or out of the airport.
James and Michelle will have to team up to find their families and either escape or
put an end to the chaos before it’s too late.
BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Adi Alsaid
304
12 +
October 5, 2021

MARCUS MAKES A MOVIE
Hollywood superstar and comedian Kevin Hart and New York Times bestselling author
Geoff Rodkey (WE’RE NOT FROM HERE) have created a laugh-out-loud, illustrated story
about never giving up — even when nothing’s going your way.
Marcus loves comic books — especially his own. He’s spent countless hours illustrating the
adventures of his original superhero, Toothpick. When Marcus reluctantly gets involved
in an after-school film program, he falls in love with the idea of seeing his hand-drawn
comics come to life on the big screen. There’s just one problem: he has no idea how to
make a movie.
He’ll need help from his friends, his teachers, and even the local bully in order to bring his
dream to life. It won’t be easy. But as Marcus discovers, nothing great ever is.
Featuring black and white illustrations and Hart’s signature sense of humor, MARCUS
MAKES A MOVIE is a perfect choice for reluctant readers.

Rights to WE’RE NOT FROM HERE licensed to:
Bulgaria – KIBEA Books
Czech Republic – Albatros
Iran – Porteghaal
Korea – Bear Books
Russia – MIF
Spain (World) – Planeta Mexicana

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kevin Hart with Geoff Rodkey
David Cooper
224
8 – 12
June 1, 2021

HONEST JUNE
ELLA ENCHANTED meets DORK DIARIES in this first installment of a new
series about a girl who learns that getting a fairy godmother isn’t always a
wish come true.
11-year-old June is a people pleaser. She will often smile and nod instead of
telling the truth about her feelings. June knows that this technically means
she’s lying, but she lies to keep the peace. There’s no harm in that, right?

June can’t tell a lie. But is it a blessing . . . or a curse?

Then June meets Victoria, a fairy godmother who “blesses” June with the
ability to never tell a lie in hopes that she will finally start sharing her real
feelings with family and friends. When shenanigans ensue and the pressures
of middle school reach new heights, June just might realize that telling the
truth is the best option after all.
Featuring humor and diverse characters, HONEST JUNE is a great pick for
kids struggling with anxiety or just looking for a fun, new series. We’ll publish
Book Two in June 2022.

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Tina Wells
Brittney Bond
240
8 – 12
December 28, 2021

STRANGEVILLE SCHOOL IS
TOTALLY NORMAL
Kids in search of a funny story need look no further than this quirky novel featuring
black and white illustrations from acclaimed artist, Brett Helquist — known for his
work on Lemony Snicket’s A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS.
Readers join 11-year-old Harvey Hill as he attends his first day at Strangeville
School. What an unusual place it is. Thank goodness Harvey has classmate Stella
Cho to show him the ropes. There’s a python slithering through the halls, a piranha
in the drinking fountain, and a school nurse who recommends amputation when a
bandage would suffice. The oddest thing of all is the third-floor supply closet, from
which people never return. When Stella goes missing, Harvey must embrace his
uniqueness to save her.
Reluctant readers will enjoy the relatable friendships, school setting, abundant
illustrations, and outrageous humor. We’ll publish Book Two, STRANGEVILLE SCHOOL
IS DEFINITELY NOT CURSED, in September 2022.

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Darcy Miller
Brett Helquist
256
8 – 12
December 7, 2021

LOTERÍA
Perfect for fans of Disney’s Coco, this debut novel, won in a competitive auction, is
a fantasy adventure inspired by Day of the Dead and the classic Lotería card game.
Each year, Life and Death meet together to play their annual game of Lotería. And
each year, they must choose a pawn — a child whose fate unknowingly rests on the
outcome of the game. When Clara is chosen, she has no idea that her life hangs in
the balance. All she knows is that her cousin Esteban has vanished, and she’ll do
whatever it takes to save him. Although it seems her fate was sealed as soon as
the cards were dealt, she just might have what it takes to choose her own path.
Steeped in magical realism and influenced by the author’s own Mexican-American
heritage, LOTERÍA affirms the importance of family — and the power of hope.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Karla Arenas Valenti
272
8 – 12
September 7, 2021

BLACK BOY JOY
Celebrate Black boyhood with stories from seventeen bestselling, critically
acclaimed Black authors, including Jason Reynolds (LONG WAY DOWN), Jerry
Craft (NEW KID), and Kwame Mbalia (TRISTAN STRONG PUNCHES A HOLE IN
THE SKY).
Today’s top- and rising-star Black male and nonbinary authors contribute to this
fresh and vital middle grade anthology about the joys and complexities of Black
boyhood. The stories span genres, including contemporary, fantasy, and horror.
Now more than ever, Black kids need representations of love, happiness, and
acceptance. This anthology triumphantly reflects that joy, making it a must-read
for kids all around the world.

•Edited by:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kwame Mbalia
304
8-12
August 3, 2021

MAX AND THE MIDKNIGHTS Book One
MAX AND THE MIDKNIGHTS
Book Two: BATTLE OF THE BODKINS
MAX AND THE MIDKNIGHTS
Book Three: THE TOWER OF TIME
“’Max and the Midknights will keep even the most reluctant of readers engaged to the end . . . It is pure fun.” —
The New York Times
This New York Times and international bestselling series is sure to inspire knights-in-training and laughs-in-waiting.
In Book One, all Max wants is to be a knight. When the cruel King Gastley kidnaps her Uncle Budrick, Max joins a
band of brave adventurers called the Midknights on a quest to save him and restore the realm of Byjovia.
In Book Two, Max is training at knight school when Byjovia is attacked by Bodkins — evil creatures who take on
the same forms as Byjovia’s citizens. Can Max and the Midknights save the day again, even when they’re not sure
who to trust?
In Book Three, Max is shocked to discover that she has a twin sister. Determined to know more about her past
(and her possibly delinquent sister), Max and the Midknights travel to an ancient enchanted tower that allows
occupants to travel back through the ages.
Magic and (mis)adventures abound in this delightful illustrated series from Lincoln Peirce.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Lincoln Peirce
272
8 - 12
January 8, 2019 / December 1, 2020 / March 1, 2022

Rights to MAX AND THE MIDKNIGHTS licensed to:
Canada (French) – Scholastic
Czech Republic – Albatros
England – Macmillan UK
Germany – Penguin Random House Verlagsgruppe
Greece – Psichogios
Holland – De Fontein
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DEAD WEDNESDAY
Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli, author of STARGIRL, pens one of his most powerful novels
to date — a story about making each day of your life count.
Every year the town of Amber Springs declares the second Wednesday in June “Dead
Wednesday” and assigns each eighth-grade student the name of a local teenager who died
accidentally. For that one day, everyone ignores the students, as if they no longer exist.
It’s supposed to teach kids a lesson about mortality.
Robbie, known by his nickname, Worm, likes going unnoticed and being a quiet spectator
in life. While others find Dead Wednesday unsettling, it suits him just fine . . . until the
ghost of Becca Finch, a 17-year-old victim of a car crash, visits him. Over the course of this
single day, Worm and Becca take an unflinching look at their lives and help one another
move forward.
DEAD WEDNESDAY is a contemporary and poignant story that will resonate with readers.
Rights to DEAD WEDNESDAY licensed to:
Italy – Mondadori
Rights to STARGIRL licensed in 13 markets.
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DEAR STUDENT
DEAR STUDENT is a heartfelt story about friendship and finding one’s own voice.
Starting middle school is tough for Autumn after her best friend moves away.
Uncertain and anxious, she struggles to connect with her new classmates. The
two potential friends she meets could not be more different: bold Logan who has
big ideas and quiet Cooper who’s a bit mysterious. What do you do when the new
friends you make don’t like each other?
When Autumn is picked to be the secret voice of her school newspaper’s “Dear
Student” advice column, she finds herself in the middle of a problem — with Logan
and Cooper on opposite sides. But before Autumn can figure out what to do, the
unthinkable happens: her secret identity is threatened. Now it’s time for Autumn
to find her courage and follow her heart — even when it’s divided.
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SHELTER

If you don’t have a house,
can you ever feel at home?

Moving and powerful, SHELTER looks at homelessness from a 10-year-old girl’s
perspective.
Maya’s family is facing hard times. Her dad was hospitalized with a traumatic brain
injury just as their landlord decided to sell their apartment to a developer. Maya,
her mother and sister take only what they can carry and move to a shelter outside
their San Francisco neighborhood. Concealing that secret every day is hard. Today
it will be even harder: Maya travels alone across the city, faces a rainstorm without
a coat or an umbrella and is bullied by a classmate.
SHELTER is a relatable and heartwarming story of family and friendship.
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WHISPERING ALASKA
Perfect for readers interested in environmental issues, this debut novel is a
compelling story about family and community.
Four months after their mother, an emergency room doctor, dies from Covid,
12-year-old twin sisters — quiet, sensitive Nicky and brash, outspoken Josie —
move with their father to live near relatives in Alaska. As they grieve differently,
they must also learn to manage on Shee Island, where there are more bears
than people. In their new home, with beautiful views of the ocean and the forest,
they quickly fall in love with the wilderness — its beauty a refuge.
Josie just as quickly becomes concerned about the local environment. Tensions
are high: tourism has disappeared due to the virus and people need work. In
order to raise money and provide jobs, a lumber mill is determined to cut down
a huge swath of forest — trees that are more than a thousand years old. While
Josie and many others organize protests, her father gets a job at the mill so
that he can support his family. As townspeople and family members rally against
each other, can Nicky help find a solution that would work for all . . . and, even
more importantly, can their family ever be whole again?
Based on the author’s own experience in his Alaskan community and featuring
several pieces of black and white art by an Alaskan illustrator, WHISPERING
ALASKA explores loss, renewal and the power of activism.

WhisperingAlaska_Bologna.indd 1
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THE SMARTEST KID IN THE UNIVERSE
Book One
THE SMARTEST KID IN THE UNIVERSE
Book Two: GENIUS CAMP
Bestselling author Chris Grabenstein (ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY)
expertly balances humor and action in this clever and fast-paced new series.
In Book One, 12-year-old class clown Jake becomes the smartest kid in the universe after
eating what he thinks are candies. They are actually a cutting-edge science experiment:
the first ingestible information pills. His newfound knowledge attracts the attention of
some nefarious evildoers, but it may also help him save his school.
In Book Two, Jake heads off to a special camp for geniuses. He expects to spend his time
there roasting marshmallows and doing crafts. Instead, he gets roped into an active FBI
investigation and discovers that his IQ might be putting his friends and family in danger.
Packed with puzzles, adventure and fun, THE SMARTEST KID IN THE UNIVERSE is sure to
delight young readers.

Rights to ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY licensed in 16 markets.
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MINE
For 12-year-old Lily, moving to a new house feels strange — a feeling that only
intensifies when she realizes the house is haunted. This eerie tale has emotional
depth, with familial themes at its heart.
Having been out of work for months, Lily’s dad moves the family when he is offered
a job opportunity in another town. They arrive at their new home to find it filled
with everything from dirty pizza boxes to an abandoned pet dog. Have the former
residents simply vanished?
Soon Lily starts experiencing the unexplained: the word “mine” is scrawled on
objects around the house, her room is ransacked, and she see things no one else
does. Lily knows she’s being haunted by the girl who lived here previously.
Readers will stay up late to discover the tragedy behind this haunted house and the
surprising reason why Lily’s family moved. Whether fans of ghost stories or tales
of family and friendship, readers will be captivated by MINE.
BRITISH ONLY
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MAGIC TREE HOUSE: The Graphic Novel
DINOSAURS BEFORE DARK

There’s a mysterious

tree house in the woods. . . .

1

®

MAGIC TREE HOUSE: The Graphic Novel
THE KNIGHT AT DAWN

Jack and Annie don’t know where the

estion is . . .

The books that launched the MAGIC TREE HOUSE series make their graphic novel debuts
in full color.

®

t take them?

tree house came from, but it’s filled with
books . . . and magic! Before they know
it, the tree house whisks Jack and Annie
back in time to the prehistoric past!
Now they have to figure out how to
get home. Can they do it before dark?
Or will they become a dinosaur’s dinner?
Begin your journey around the world
and through time with Jack and Annie in
the first ever Magic Tree House® graphic
novel! The vibrant and energetic art of
Kelly and Nichole Matthews perfectly
captures the adventure, mystery, and
magic of the original #1 New York Times
bestselling series.

mystery, history,

agicTreeHouse.com!

idsGraphic

CAN
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adapted by
illustrated by

Working in close collaboration with Mary Pope Osborne, award-winning playwright Jenny
Laird and professional comic illustrators Kelly and Nichole Matthews have adapted
the beloved chapter books into thrilling graphic novels with kid-friendly art. We’ll publish
the MUMMIES IN THE MORNING graphic novel in May 2022, with the PIRATES PAST NOON
graphic novel to follow in November 2022.
MAGIC TREE HOUSE’s core readership and graphic novel fans alike will enjoy seeing these
bestselling stories take on a vivid new life.
9/21/20 8:52 AM

Rights to DINOSUARS BEFORE DARK Graphic Novel licensed to:
France – Bayard
Israel – Kinneret
Rights to MAGIC TREE HOUSE licensed in 25 markets.
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HOUSECAT TROUBLE
Mischief and humor abound in this story about one house, three cats, and a lot
of trouble.
Buster the cat has only one job to do: keep the house safe. Too bad Buster is a
scaredy-cat. When his owner goes away and he suddenly finds his home full of
monsters, Buster has a big problem. Luckily, his streetwise new friends Chauncey
and Nova are here to help. To make everything right, Buster will have to leave
his home for the first time ever and learn to be brave before his owner returns.
Young readers will enjoy getting to know Buster and his cast of furry friends. We’ll
publish Book Two in May 2023.
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MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER Book One
MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER
Book Two: DONUTS AND DANGER
MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER
Book Three: PUGS FROM PLANET X
A laugh-out-loud, action-packed new series starring a super-powered feline.
In Book One, Max is just a regular cat in Kittyopolis, trying to make it big as a podcaster — until he accidentally
takes a bite of a radioactive space meatball at scientist Mindy’s secret lab. Before you can say “MEOWZA,” Max
becomes the Cat Crusader. It’s up to him to save Kittyopolis from the evil Agent M and Big Boss.
In Book Two, Max was just getting used to being a secret superhero when evil doppelgangers show up in
Kittyopolis. What’s worse, Max and Mindy’s devious look-alikes are determined to take over the World’s
donut supply. Can Max and Mindy work together to save the day — and the donuts?
In Book Three, space pugs have landed in Kittyopolis and are determined to find the space meatball that gave
Max his powers. It will take more than just Max and Mindy working together to stop these dogs. Luckily, they
have help: Rex Rocket, Intergalactic Space Guard.
We’ll publish Book Four, TACO TIME MACHINE, in September 2022.

Rights to MAX MEOW licensed to:
Israel – Kinneret
Italy – Edizioni Sonda
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JUST ROLL WITH IT
Starting a new school is hard enough when you don’t know anyone; it’s even harder
when you’re shy. With charming art and a relatable, contemporary story, JUST ROLL
WITH IT is perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier.
Maggie feels most comfortable and happy when she’s at home, playing games with her
sister. Days at her new school, on the other hand, fill her with anxiety. Between choosing which clubs to join, keeping up with classwork, and trying to make new friends,
she’s having a tough time... When she starts relying on her dice to make her decisions
for her — just like in the games she loves — it helps to ease some of the pressure. But
what happens if Maggie rolls the wrong number?
Now more than ever, young people around the world are struggling with feelings of
worry and insecurity. Exploring the complexities of anxiety and obsessive-compulsive
disorder in an accessible and light-handed way, this touching graphic novel is sure to
resonate with readers and convey a message of hope and resilience.
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YUMMY:
A History of Desserts
Join Peri, a dessert fairy, as she explains the true stories behind everyone’s
favorite sweets.
Readers will learn about the origin of ice cream in Persia, how sweetened bread
in Egypt later became cake, how fried dough in ancient Greece eventually led
to the creation of doughnuts, and more. After each dessert section, Peri and
her fairy friends provide recipes so that readers can make their own cakes,
brownies, and sweets at home.
Filled with facts, legends, and recipes, YUMMY is a fun and immersive book that
young bakers and cooks will enjoy.
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HOUSECAT TROUBLE
SCOUT IS NOT A BAND KID
TK

Scout is not a band kid — but she’s pretending to be one in this fresh and funny
debut about trying new things and making new friends.
When Scout learns that her favorite author will be doing an exclusive autograph
session at a book festival at the end of the year, she’s determined to attend. There’s
only one problem: she has no way of getting there. But when she finds out that
her school’s advanced band class is heading to the same town for their annual trip,
she gets an idea. Scout has never been in band before — she doesn’t even know
how to read music — but learning to play the trombone can’t be that hard…can it?
So begins this laugh-out-loud coming of age story about one girl trying to fake her
way through band class and learning something new about music — and herself —
along the way. SCOUT IS NOT A BAND KID explores the importance of believing in
yourself, supporting your friends, and never giving up on your dreams.
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KATIE THE CATSITTER Book One
KATIE THE CATSITTER
Book Two: BEST FRIENDS FOR NEVER
An irresistible new series about growing up and friendship from the team behind GUINEA PIG: PET SHOP
PRIVATE EYE, Colleen AF Venable and Stephanie Yue.

National Book
Award Nominee

In Book One, Katie is dreading the boring summer ahead while her best friends are away at camp. When
she gets a job catsitting for her mysterious upstairs neighbor, life gets interesting. Madeline has 217
cats — and they’re not exactly normal. In addition, Madeline is always out of the house exactly when the
city’s most notorious villain, The Mousetress, commits crimes. Is it possible that Katie’s upstairs neighbor
is really a super villain?

Katie the Catsitter_cover.indd 1
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In Book Two, now that Katie knows that Madeline is also the Mousetress, the city’s most misunderstood
superhero, she’s ready to become the sidekick she’s always dreamed of being. But sidekick training is
not as fun as it seems. And why is Katie’s best friend Beth being so weird? Can Katie save the city and
her friendship?
Featuring clever text and illustrations, KATIE THE CATSITTER combines the best of realistic contemporary
intermediate fiction with cute cats, summertime in the city, and a touch of superhero fun. We’ll publish
Book Three in February 2023.

s

Rights to KATIE THE CATSITTER licensed to:
Italy – Edizioni Sonda
Spain – Ediciones Maeva
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WITCHES OF BROOKLYN Book One
WITCHES OF BROOKLYN
Book Two: WHAT THE HEX?!
A graphic novel series filled with magical hijinks, which Kirkus called “a mixture of everyday adventures
and enchanting fantasy.”
In Book One, Effie has lost her mom and her home — and now she has to live with two strange aunts whom
she’s never met before. But things take a curious turn as she begins to learn more about her family and
herself. With new friends who will do whatever they can to support her, a cursed pop star, and her new
magically-inclined family, Effie’s life is about to get interesting.
In Book Two, Effie is excited to meet more witches, although she can’t understand what is going on with
her friends. They seem happy to welcome new people into their tight-knit group, but Effie isn’t so sure. In
addition, learning magic is really hard work. Effie just wants to have fun being a witch; however, her life
is about to get even more complicated . . .
This delightful series captures what it means to be a friend, and how growing up can be a little less scary
if you throw some magic in the mix. We’ll publish Book Three in October 2022.

Rights to THE WITCHES OF BROOKLYN licensed to:
France – Bayard
Italy – Il Castoro
Spain (Spanish & Catalan) – Edebe
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HOUSECAT
ACROSS
A FIELDTROUBLE
OF STARLIGHT
TK
Romeo and Juliet meets science fiction in an epic love story about two teens who find
one another through time, distance, and war.
Some stars aren’t meant to align.
Fassen is a soldier training to fight in an intergalactic war, protecting the solar system
from invaders. Lu is a young scientist from a peaceful colony on the outskirts of space
that focuses on exploration for knowledge’s sake. Their worlds collide when they are
children. Although contact is forbidden, Lu and Fassen can’t escape each other’s orbit.
When Fassen and Lu reunite years later, they inadvertently bring their worlds together
in a dangerous clash. When Lu’s peaceful home is invaded by Fassen’s war, will they
be forced to separate in order to keep the lives they know…or will they risk it all for
each other?
ACROSS A FIELD OF STARLIGHT is a beautifully illustrated romance that explores the
complexities of human nature and what brings us together.
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THE MONTAGUE TWINS
Book One: THE WITCH’S HAND
THE MONTAGUE TWINS
Book Two: THE DEVIL’S MUSIC
Reminiscent of the HARDY BOYS, this graphic novel duology puts a supernatural
spin on mysteries.
In Book One, Pete and Alastair Montague are just a couple of mystery solving twins,
living an ordinary life. But after a strange storm erupts on a visit to the beach,
they discover there is more to their detective skills then they had thought. As they
investigate the disappearance of three local girls, a mysterious spell sets in motion
a chain of events that leads down an unexpected path.
In Book Two, the twins have formed a rock band with their friends. But when they
invite famous rock star Gideon to their show, he brings the threads of his dark past
with him. In fact, he might even be the source of the rumored “Devil’s Music” — a
limited-release song that entrances all of its listeners in a deadly hypnosis.
Combining elements of mystery, paranormal fantasy, and horror, these are thrilling
reads.

THE DEVIL’S MUSIC

Rights to THE MONTAGUE TWINS licensed to:
France – Les Editions de la Pasteque
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COMING BACK
This beautiful, romantic fantasy follows two young women as they discover the truth
about themselves and about each other.
Preet is magic. Valissa is not.
Everyone in their village has magic in their bones, and Preet is the strongest of them
all. Without any power of her own, how can Valissa ever be worthy of Preet’s love?
When their home is attacked, Valissa has a chance to prove herself — but that means
leaving Preet behind. On her own for the first time, Preet breaks the village’s most
sacred laws and is cast out from the only home she’s ever known.
Divided by different paths, insecurities, and distance, will Valissa and Preet be able to
find their way back to each other?
COMING BACK is an inspiring story about how young love can grow into something
strong, no matter what obstacles get in the way.
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Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality production.
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Jessi Zabarsky
256
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LET’S TALK ABOUT IT
Is what I’m feeling normal?
Is my body normal?
Am I normal?
Let’s talk about it.
Growing up is complicated. This helpful comprehensive guide is the first YA graphic novel
to discuss everything from relationships, body image and sexuality to gender identity,
anatomy, safe sex, and more — including issues of consent and the role the internet plays
in the lives of teens.
LET’S TALK ABOUT IT features a spectrum of protagonists — people of color, people with
disabilities, those in the LGBTQ+ community — as they go through the process of trying to
determine who they are. Timely and accessible, this is a perfect book for all teens — and
for every adult looking to support them on their journey to self-knowledge.
Rights to LET’S TALK ABOUT IT licensed to:
Italy – Edizioni Sonda
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BOBO AND PUP-PUP
Book One: WE LOVE BUBBLES!
BOBO AND PUP-PUP
Book Two: LET’S MAKE CAKE!
A new graphic novel chapter book series about a monkey and dog friend duo and their adorable
adventures, perfect for fans of ELEPHANT & PIGGIE and NARWHAL AND JELLY.
In Book One, Pup-Pup loves blowing bubbles — and Bobo loves popping them. But when Bobo
gets trapped inside a giant bubble, Pup-Pup will have to figure out a way to save his friend.
In Book Two, Bobo and Pup-Pup try to make a cake but accidentally use all the wrong ingredients.
It’ll still taste good . . . right? Well, even if the result isn’t perfect, it’s always great to spend time
with your best friend.
These charming stories will have young kids laughing out loud as they gain confidence in their
reading skills.
BRITISH ONLY
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•Illustrator:
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Vikram Madan
Nicola Slater
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MAYOR GOOD BOY
Fans of DOG MAN will delight in this funny and commercial series debut, which
empowers children to help make a difference in their communities.
The town of Greenwood just elected a dog as mayor: Mayor Good Boy. This pup
loves snacks and belly rubs. But what should he do when a flea infestation comes
to town? It’s a good thing humans Abby and Aaron are there to help him save the
day, one hilarious hijink at a time.
Kids are sure to elect MAYOR GOOD BOY as one of their favorite new graphic novel
series.
We’ll publish Book Two, MAYOR GOOD BOY GOES TO HOLLYWOOD, in June 2022
and Book Three in January 2023.

BRITISH ONLY
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•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
A graphic novel on every bookshelf
Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality production.
Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.
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WAFFLES + MOCHI
Random House Children’s Books is thrilled to announce a publishing program based on the new children’s show, WAFFLES + MOCHI.
The TV series, from President Barack Obama and Michelle Obama’s production company, Higher Ground Productions, debuted on
Netflix on March 16, 2021. WAFFLES + MOCHI brings Michelle Obama’s message of healthy eating to children and their families
through an entertaining combination of puppetry, animation, celebrity chefs, and famous guest stars.
With a special introductory letter from Michelle Obama, the first title, FOLLOW THAT FOOD!, is a full-color picture book that features
best friends Waffles and Mochi as they make a special treat for their new supermarket coworkers.
In PICKLE PARTY!, an early reader with stickers, Waffles and Mochi’s friend Kennedy loves all kinds of pickled food. But when they
try to get pickles for her birthday party, Waffles and Mochi learn that pickles aren’t made quickly.
RAINBOW OF FLAVORS, an activity book featuring a paint tray, brush, and over 30 stickers, takes readers around the world as Waffles
and Mochi learn about herbs and spices.
These fun-filled books will introduce young readers to rich flavors, global cuisine, and fearless eating.

FOLLOW THAT FOOD!
•Author:
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•Format:
•Page count:
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Christy Webster
Sarah Rebar
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PICKLE PARTY!
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RAINBOW OF FLAVORS
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Golden Books
Sarah Rebar and MJ Illustrations
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GRUMPY MONKEY
Everyone’s favorite New York Times bestselling monkey is back! Random House Children’s Books is excited to expand our GRUMPY MONKEY
program into new titles and formats.
In GRUMPY MONKEY PARTY TIME, a picture book, Jim Panzee is invited to a party and reveals that he doesn’t enjoy dancing — much to the
disbelief of his jungle friends.
In GRUMPY MONKEY UP ALL NIGHT, also a picture book, Jim goes to a sleepover party — with plans to play games all night and never fall
asleep. He’s determined to keep his friends awake too.
In GRUMPY MONKEY’S LITTLE BOOK OF GRUMPINESS, a board book, Jim learns that sometimes it’s hard to get over a bad case of grumpiness.
However, having a good friend can help.
In GRUMPY MONKEY FRESHLY SQUEEZED, a chapter book graphic novel, Jim searches for the perfect orange stress ball to help calm his nerves
In GRUMPY MONKEY GET YOUR GRUMPS OUT, an early reader, Jim wakes up one morning and decides that it’s time to learn how to get rid of
a bad mood.
In GRUMPY MONKEY READY, SET, BANANAS!, another early reader, Jim competes in an exciting race.
In GRUMPY MONKEY OH, NO! CHRISTMAS, a new picture book, all the other animals in the jungle are eagerly awaiting Christmas. However,
Jim can’t seem to get in the holiday spirit.
We’ll continue to extend the brand with new titles in 2022.

Rights to GRUMPY MONKEY licensed to:
Australia – Scholastic
China – Beijing Tianlue
France – Casterman
Germany – Loewe Verlag
Greece – Papadopoulos Publishing
Israel – Sefer Lakol
Italy – Il Castoro
Japan – Hyoronsha
Luxembourg – Perspektiv
Korea – KIZM Education
Norway – Gyldendal
Poland – Publicat
Portugal – Penguin Random House Portugal
Romania – Epica Publishing
Russia – Clever Media
Slovenia – Zolozaba Epistola
Spain (Catalan) – Simbol Editorial
Spain (Spanish) – RBA Libros
Taiwan – Taiwan Mac

GRUMPY MONKEY PARTY TIME
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GRUMPY MONKEY’S LITTLE BOOK OF GRUMPINESS
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GRUMPY MONKEY FRESHLY SQUEEZED
•Author:
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•Pub Date:
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Ready to Read Preschool–Kindergarten

GRUMPY
MONKEY

It’s the day of the big race in the jungle,
and Tortoise has asked Jim Panzee for
help. Will they win together?

Ready to Read Preschool–Kindergarten

get Your grumps out

Reading Paragraphs Grades 2–3

Reading on Your Own Grades 1–3

Reading Paragraphs Grades 2–3

Ready for Chapters Grades 2–4

Ready for Chapters Grades 2–4

US $4.99 / $6.99 CAN

GRUMPY MONKEY: READY, SET, BANANAS!

Reading on Your Own Grades 1–3

GRUMPY
MONKEY
reAdY, set, BAnANas!

Reading with Help Preschool–Grade 1

Does your child recognize familiar words on sight and
sound out new words with help? Step 2 is just right.
Basic Vocabulary • Short Sentences • Simple Stories

GRUMPY MONKEY: GET YOUR GRUMPS OUT

Reading with Help Preschool–Grade 1

Does your child recognize familiar words on sight and
sound out new words with help? Step 2 is just right.
Basic Vocabulary • Short Sentences • Simple Stories

SUZANNE LANG/MAX LANG

SUZANNE LANG/MAX LANG

Jim Panzee wants a fresh start, so, one by one, he
asks his jungle friends to help him get rid of all his
grumps. But in the end, he is Grumpy Monkey, and
Norman assures him it’s best to be himself.
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GRUMPY MONKEY GET YOUR GRUMPS OUT
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By Suzanne Lang
Illustrated by Max Lang

GRUMPY MONKEY READY, SET, BANANAS!
•Author:
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•Page count:
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Suzanne Lang
Max Lang
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Lang & Lang

MAX LANG is an animation director,
storyboard artist, character designer,
and illustrator. He has illustrated all
of the Grumpy Monkey books, and
his animated films have earned him
numerous awards, including two
Emmys, a BAFTA, and two Oscar
nominations. Max loves reptiles
and amphibians and often sneaks
them into the backgrounds of his
illustrations.
Jacket illustrations copyright © 2021 by Max Lang
Jacket design by Nicole Gastonguay
Also available as an ebook
MANUFACTURED IN CHINA

’Tis the season
to be grumpy!

More stories about Jim Panzee:

“Crisp illustrations featuring a broad cast
of animated, boldly colored animals . . .
will draw readers into Jim’s situation until
the reassuring outcome.” —Booklist

GRUMPY MONKEY: OH, NO! CHRISTMAS

SUZANNE LANG is the author of
the #1 New York Times bestselling
Grumpy Monkey series. Her other
titles include All Kinds of Families
and Hooray for Kids. When she’s not
working on books, Suzanne writes
and produces animated television
series. Suzanne loves animals
(especially cats and monkeys)
and chocolate (especially with
praline filling).

By Suzanne Lang
Illustrated by Max Lang

By the creators of the #1 New York Times bestseller Grumpy Monkey

GRUMPY MONKEY
oh, No! christmaS

US $18.99 / $24.99 CAN

By Suzanne Lang

There’s a celebration in the jungle!
Lights! Decorations! Holiday
treats! Everyone loves Christmas.
It’s such a magical time of year,
and all the animals are getting
into the holiday spirit. Everyone
except for Jim Panzee. After all,
rain is pouring down and Jim is
sure that everything stinks. And
when he eats a green banana, he
feels sick! That makes everything
worse. Can anything cheer up this
grumpy monkey?
But then Jim’s best friend,
Norman, helps him see that if
he puts aside his complaints and
instead focuses on the wonder
all around him, he just might feel
like celebrating.

Illustrated by Max Lang

GRUMPY MONKEY OH, NO! CHRISTMAS
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PUZZLOO!ES
PUZZLOO!ES is a new series that mixes funny stories with puzzles that must be solved in order to move the adventure forward.
Although every stand-alone story in the series is unique — whether a mystery, a thrilling survival adventure, or a journey through
outer space — all mix word searches, secret codes, brain teasers, optical illusions, and other puzzles together with a story full of
jokes and humor. Each book culminates in a “final challenge” that requires readers to call on puzzle solutions from previous chapters.
Readers are invited to write, scribble, draw, and solve in this new, innovative “story puzzle” format.

PUZZLOO!ES
MYSTERY AT MALLARD MANSION
•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
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Kristen Terrana-Hollis
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PUZZLOO!ES
SPACE CATS TO THE RESCUE
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PUZZLOO!ES
THE LAST DONUT
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•Pub Date:
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ONE OF OUR GIANT ROBOTS IS MISSING
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PUZZLOO!ES
THE MUSEUM OF SUPERNATURAL HISTORY
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PUZZLOO!ES
MAROONED ON THE MOON

PUZZLOO!ES
THE ADVENTURES OF CHINCHILLA BOY
AND CHAMELEON GIRL

PUZZLOO!ES
THE WORST CURSE
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PUZZLOO!ES
ANDI EXPLORES THE UNKNOWN

PUZZLOO!ES
DISASTER MASTER

•Author:
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PUZZLOO!ES
DON’T FEED FLUFFY

PUZZLOO!ES
NOW ENTERING ESCAPEVILLE
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STRANGER THINGS: REBEL ROBIN
Random House Children’s Books is thrilled to have partnered with Netflix on a
publishing program for books based on the critically acclaimed Netflix original
science fiction-horror series, STRANGER THINGS. With 38 Emmy nominations
and four Golden Globe nominations to date, the show has become a worldwide
cultural phenomenon.
The newest addition to our program is REBEL ROBIN, a YA novel that explores the
backstory of fan favorite character, Robin Buckley.
High school is awful, but Robin’s friends have decided that this year will be different. This year they’re going to fit in. Robin knows that game well — she’s spent
years trying to blend in, hoping nobody would notice the sarcastic polyglot French
horn player at the back of the room. However, there’s one aspect of her identity
that she knows will remain challenging, something she’s only just now realizing:
Robin likes girls. How is she supposed to accept herself when she knows that no
one in town will?
Robin’s life-affirming journey and sardonic voice will appeal to STRANGER THINGS
fans and YA readers alike.
Rights to STRANGER THINGS licensed to:
Bulgaria – Egmont
Czech Republic – Argo Nakladatelstvi
France – Hachette Jeunesse
Israel – Kinneret
Italy – Mondadori
Poland – JK Publishing
Romania – Editura Bestseller
Russia – Eksmo
Spain (World) – Oceano Mexico
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THE WORLD NEEDS
MORE PURPLE PEOPLE
Actress Kristen Bell and Benjamin Hart have created a joyous picture book that offers
a wonderful message about embracing the things that bring us together as humans.
What is a purple person? Purple people unite their families, friends, and communities
— and they speak up for what’s right. They are kind, hardworking, and love to laugh.
A purple person is an everyday superhero. With Penny Purple as their guide, readers
should get ready to be silly, exercise their curiosity, use their voice, and be inspired.
THE WORLD NEEDS MORE PURPLE PEOPLE was a #1 New York Times bestseller,
selling over 250,000 copies. We’re delighted to be extending the PURPLE brand with
two new early readers starring the amazing Penny Purple: MY PURPLE BIKE and MY
PURPLE PUPPY, coming October 2021.
BRITISH ONLY
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A GIFT FOR NANA
Lane Smith, illustrator of two Caldecott Honor books and author/illustrator of
multiple award winners and bestsellers, returns with a whimsical story about
a little rabbit searching for a special present.
A thoughtful little rabbit sets out to find the perfect gift for his grandmother.
Along the way he meets a crow, a moon, a fish, a volcano, and more. Although
each offers advice, none of their suggestions seems quite right. But soon rabbit
finds exactly what he’s been searching for.
Featuring Lane Smith’s signature humor, a lush palette and an irresistible bunny,
A GIFT FOR NANA is perfect for young children as well as the adults in their lives.
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•Page count:
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•Pub Date:

Lane Smith
40
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boomed the volcano.

Nana’s perfect gift.

per?”

at is,” said Rabbit.

He had not gone far when he met a full moon.

This sounded
to Rabbit
like” said Rabbit. “Shouldn’t you be in the sky?”
“Hello,
a worthy quest.

A crow told him of
a perfect gift and
said it was not far.

“Not for a few more hours,” said the moon.

“You can always find me down here while the sun is up there.”

Rabbit told the moon of his quest for Nana’s perfect gift.

At long last, Rabbit was at the end of his quest.

Crow was right.

It was the perfect gift.

CAT PROBLEMS
The bestselling duo behind PENGUIN PROBLEMS and GIRAFFE PROBLEMS is back with a hilarious
new installment.
A cat who lives an extremely comfortable life indoors should have everything he needs. But the
sun keeps moving while he tries to sunbathe, his owners won’t give him the wet food he wants,
and the loud vacuum is an absolute menace. Things would be easier if everything went the way
this cat wanted.
Will a friendly squirrel on the other side of the window help this housecat find a silver lining?

Rights to GIRAFFE PROBLEMS licensed to:
China – United Sky
England – Walker Books
France – Gallimard
Germany – Carlsen Verlag
Greece – Dioptra Publishing
Holland – Gottmer
Israel (Arabic) – Harold Grinspoon Foundation
Japan – Kagaku Dojin
Korea – Media Changbi
Russia – AST
Spain (Spanish & Catalan) – Alba Editorial
Taiwan – Les Gouttes Press
Turkey – Kirmizi Kedi
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•Page count:
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Jory John
Lane Smith
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THIS IS A GIFT FOR YOU
A stunning companion to the bestselling THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE, this
book celebrates how we share the world — with gifts as small as a feather and as big as
the night sky.
The gift of quiet
and the gift of loud,
your hand in my hand
out in a crowd.
Here Emily Winfield Martin celebrates the different ways and expressions of giving. Like a
beautifully wrapped gift, life’s everyday moments are precious. With gorgeous illustrations
and rhyming text, this is a book that parents will love reading over and over to their kids.
Its loving and inspiring message also makes THIS IS A GIFT FOR YOU perfect for birthdays,
graduations, and baby showers.
Rights to THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE licensed in 26 markets.
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Emily Winfield Martin
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THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE
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Vergara & Riba Editoras
ThinKingdom Media
Mozaik Knjiga
Penguin Random House UK
Editions Des Elephants
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Metaixmio
Central Media
Modan
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Sunmark
Bookpark
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Arrow Multimedia
Epsilon Yayınevi
Dinh Ti Trading and Culture

WONDERFUL BABIES
Celebrate all kinds of babies with this original board book by Emily Winfield Martin — perfect
for fans of the New York Times bestseller, THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE.
From sweet baby to wild baby, from snuggly baby to grumpy baby, this book captures an
adorable, diverse cast of babies in all their moods. With simple text and irresistible art,
WONDERFUL BABIES will engage the hearts of parents and the youngest readers alike.
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•Pub Date:

Emily Winfield Martin
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NO BUNNIES HERE!
Silly antics and cute bunnies combine in this humorous story about a bunny who fools a
wolf in outrageous ways.
When Mr. Wolf comes to Bunnyville, one bunny tries to save himself and his cotton-tailed
pals by tricking him into thinking that they are not bunnies. That bunny over there? No,
that’s a puppy. These two bunnies? They’re nothing more than squishy pillows. But when
more and more bunnies keep appearing, will he be able to keep up the charade?
With a boisterous main character and a surprise ending that celebrates friendship, NO
BUNNIES HERE! will keep young readers giggling until the last page.
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HOW TO SPOT A BEST FRIEND
Discover the difference between a friend and a best friend in
this wonderful celebration of friendship, featuring a diverse cast of
characters and a universal message of kindness and empathy.
“Today, I will find a best friend!” announces a little girl to her mother
as they walk to school. Her mother reminds her that it’s only the
first day of school, and finding a best friend might take some time.
But the girl isn’t worried, because she knows exactly how to spot
a best friend: “A friend lends you a crayon. A best friend lends you
a brand-new, extra-sharp green crayon,” she explains . . . and so
begins a whimsical exploration of what it means to be a best friend.
Full of imagination and charm, and adeptly capturing just how small
children relate to one another, this is the perfect picture book for
little ones hoping to find — and to be — a best friend.
Rights to HOW TO SPOT A BEST FRIEND licensed to:
Estonia – Koolibri
Slovakia – Ikar
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“Today, I will find a best friend!” I announce.

“A friend sits next to you when it’s time for a story.
A best friend holds your hand during the scary parts.
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“A friend asks you to join his parade.
A best friend asks you
to help lead it.

“A friend invites you to join a game of zombie tag.
A best friend lets you be the tagging zombie.
Even if it’s his turn to lurch.
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ELISE GRAVEL with MYKAELL BLAIS
Is it okay for
boys to cry?

PINK, BLUE, AND YOU!

Can girls be
Renowned
author/illustrator Elise Gravel (WHAT IS A REFUGEE?) brings her signature simple text
leaders?
and
charming illustrations to an accessible book about gender for young children.
it to cry?
IsWhat
it OKdoes
for boys
even
mean
to
be
Can girls be strong?
a
boy
or
a
girl?
Should boys and girls play with different toys?
Should we feel free to love whomever we choose?
Loaded with

kid-friendly
Inspired
byquestions,
social causes and determined to distill sensitive subjects in a kid-friendly manner, Gravel
isthis
joined
here
book opens
theby transgender collaborator Mykaell Blais. Together they raise thought-provoking
questions
about gender roles, identity, and acceptance — all designed to help children celebrate
door to conversations
their
uniqueness.
surrounding
gender
and sexuality, and

Featuring a poster as well as engaging backmatter with fun facts about male and female fashion
everyone’s righthistory,
to be PINK, BLUE, AND YOU! is an ideal tool to help introduce conversations about a
throughout
who
they
are.
multi-layered and important topic.

Rights to WHAT IS A REFUGEE? licensed to:
England – Penguin Random House UK
France – Alice Jeunesse
Italy – HarperCollins Italia
Korea – Book Bank Publishing
Spain – Grupo Anaya
Turkey – Marti Yayin
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Elise Gravel and Mykaell Blais
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Look at these pictures. Are some only for girls?
Are some only for boys? Are some for everyone?

Who made these rules?

When I become
extinct, I want to be
a toy for

I’m the king
of colors, and I declare
that pink is for girls
and blue is for boys!

Yes, Your
Majesty.

Do we need to follow them?
What happens if we don’t want to?

Inside, we might feel like a girl,
or a boy, or neither, or both.

When I was born I
was called a girl but
I feel like a boy.

Won’t it be nice to live in a world
where we can all just be

When I was born,
I was called a boy.

I don’t really feel
like a boy or a girl. I
just want to be ME.
Sometimes I feel
more like a boy and
sometimes I feel
more like a girl.

These feelings are called

I feel like I’m both
a boy and a girl at
the same time.

How would you describe your gender?

because

&

tured.
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DREAM

EKUA HOLMES

STREET

WELCOME TO
DREAM STREET,
the best street in the world!

DREAM STREET

Here, everyone is special and
children believe their dreams will
come true.
Meet:
Winner

of the Caldecott Honor, three-time winner of the Coretta Scott King
New York Times bestselling illustrator Ekua Holmes joins with her
cousin,
author
Tricia Elam Walker, to deliver a beautiful homage to the power
dance and
dream of winning
a
big shinyof
trophy—all
at the
community.
Award,
and
Azaria, who
can jump rope
and

DREAM ST R E ET

same time!

Welcome
to
Mr. Sidney,
who’ll greet you with

Dream Street, the best street in the world. Here love between
rules, everyone is special, and the warmth of the neighborhood
have a great
day. Create one.”
shines.
Meet a girl who loves to catch butterflies and hopes to be a scientist,
a
boy
who
wants to be a librarian, and two cousins who dream of writing a
Belle, who catches butterflies
picture
together one day. There are also adults like Mr. Sidney, a retired
but always
lets them go.book
As she
mail has
carrier
says, “Everything
a right to who greets everyone he sees, Miss Sarah, who loves to whisper
be free.”stories
One day, she wants
to
in your
ear, and more.
his usualgenerations
words: “Don’t wait to

be a lepidopterist—a scientist

TRICIA
ELAM
WALKER

&
E KUA
HOLMES

who studies
butterflies.on
Based

the street where the cousins grew up and the loving family and
neighborhood that made their childhood special, DREAM STREET features
bold,
illustrations that bring this vivid cast of characters to life.
a place where
love isvibrant
powerful
Open this book and celebrate
and a nurturing community
can make anything possible.

Caldecott Honoree
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I’D LIKE TO BE THE WINDOW
FOR A WISE OLD DOG
This poignant new picture book from Caldecott Medal-winning Philip Stead, author of the
New York Times bestselling THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE, explores the
limitless possibilities of the world outside our windows — as well as the warmth and comfort
of home.
Any child who has ever felt uncertainty about the outside world will be soothed and
enchanted by the open-ended and utterly whimsical questions this book poses: “Will I ever
be the dawdle of a penguin? Will I ever be the waddle of a snail? Will I ever be the tumble
of a honeybee? Will I ever be the bumble of a whale?”
The magic and mystery of this lyrical story is in not knowing the answers and in opening
one’s mind to all the creative potential the world holds. Children will love poring over the
enchanting artwork, asking their own imaginative questions, and thinking about their own
view of the world. This is a perfect story for families to share together.
Rights to THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE licensed in 21 markets.
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THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE
21 Markets

Albania
Brazil
Bulgaria
China
Czech Republic
France
Germany
Greece
Israel
Indonesia
Italy

-

ALBAS Publishing House
Distribudora Record
A&T Publishing
Beijing Tianlue
Euromedia
Editions Kaleidoscope
Knesebeck
Patakis
Yedioth Books
Noura Books
Giunti Editore

Japan
Korea
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Spain
Taiwan
Turkey
Ukraine

-

Fukuinkan Shoten
Book 21
Proszynski Media
Oficina de Livro Sociedade
Pandora
Samokat
Editorial Oceano
Rye Field Publications
Can Sanat Yayinlari
Novyi Samokat

I’d like to be
the welcoming umbrella
of an elephant

Oh, I’d like to be
the raindrop
falling on a turtle shell

Will I ever be
the dawdle of a penguin?

. . . of a whale?

Will I ever be
the waddle of snail?

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

MARLEY AND THE FAMILY BAND

CEDELLA MARLEY

Marley and
the Family

Inspired by her childhood growing up with her father, iconic musician Bob Marley,
New York Times bestselling author Cedella Marley has crafted a new picture book
starring her first-ever original character.

Band

When Marley and her family make the move from Jamaica to the United States,
she’s focused not on what she’s left behind, but on what lies ahead — her debut
musical performance with her family band.
However, on the day of the outdoor concert, a big rainstorm threatens the
performance. Ever determined, Marley enlists the help of new neighbors and ends
up discovering the importance of community.
With vibrant art and an enduring message, MARLEY AND THE FAMILY BAND
celebrates diversity and offers a unique and positive take on immigration.

WITH

TRACEY BAPTISTE

ILLUSTRATED BY

TIFFANY ROSE

Marley Family Band_CVR.indd 1
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ON THE ISLAND OF HABIT, THERE
LIVED A VERY BIG CREATURE.

THE CREATURE OF HABIT
THE CREATURE OF HABIT is the debut picture book from bestselling YA author
Jennifer E. Smith, with illustrations from award-winning artist, Leo Espinosa.
On the island of Habit, there lives a big creature. Every day the creature does the
same exact things in the same exact order. He only eats pineapples for breakfast;
says
toandthe trees and fish; and he brushes his teeth before bed. Then
thenhe
he said
hello hello
to the fish,
day
a little
creature comes to Habit. At first the big creature is excited to
the one
trees, and
the crab
who lived
show
the little creature around and explain how things are done on the island.
under
the rocks.
However,
the the
little creature has his own ideas. He does not like pineapples, but
Every
day was exactly
heWhich
does
coconuts.
Instead of saying hello to the fish, he swims with them.
same.
was like
just how
the
creature
liked it. the little creature does something different every day. The big creature
In fact,
That
was, until
day a
thinks
it’sthemadness…until
he learns that there is some fun in breaking routine.
Every day he ate three

pineapples and two bananas,

very small creature arrived on
the Both
island with
his own
ideas—
silly
and
sweet,
different
ideas—and
turned
their
way is
the
everything upside down.
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this friendship story will appeal to young readers who think
right way.

ATTACK OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON
RETURN OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON
These humorous picture books by Scott Rothman and #1 New York Times bestselling illustrator
Pete Oswald are sure to make kids laugh.
In ATTACK OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON, Cole dreams of being just like his hero, the great knight
Sir Percival. When an underwear dragon attacks the kingdom, however, Sir Percival runs away in
fear. But Cole doesn’t run, and he isn’t afraid. In fact, he is determined to protect his home.
In RETURN OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON, Sir Cole, who was knighted after saving his kingdom,
has a startling realization. The Underwear Dragon wasn’t attacking because he was disobeying
the signs; he was attacking because he couldn’t read the signs. Once again, Sir Cole sets out on
a valiant quest. This time he’s not trying to conquer the Underwear Dragon, but rather trying to
help him learn how to read.
Young readers will recognize themselves in this small but brave hero.
Rights to ATTACK OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON licensed to:
France – Elcy Editions
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THE REAL SANTA
New York Times bestselling author Nancy Redd (BEDTIME BONNET) has created a modern-day
Christmas story that celebrates representation and the joy of the holidays.
What does Santa look like? This Christmas Eve one little boy wants to find out. Will he stay awake
long enough to catch a glimpse?
It is important for Black children to see themselves reflected in storytelling. THE REAL SANTA does
this with warmth, charm and family fun.
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LOVE WAS INSIDE
From the creator of THE PINK HAT comes a timely picture book about the joys and hardships
of the past year.
After the world is turned inside out, a young girl must learn how to live inside. She plays inside,
she learns inside, and she waits inside. She misses the outside — running, cheering, splashing,
hugging — but she also finds ways to draw close to the ones she loves. She talks to her Nan
on the phone and sees her classmates on the computer.
When the girl can finally go outside, she’ll be happy to be there and do all the things she’s
missed. But she has changed inside, and she will always remember the things both big and
small that made that time special.
With simple text and lively illustrations, here is a picture book that will help young children
process and resolve the feelings they had during the pandemic.

Rights to THE PINK HAT licensed to:
Australia – Penguin Random House Australia
Israel – Sefer Lakol
Korea – CS M&E Co.
Poland – Proszynski Media
Taiwan – Babel Publishing Group
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NON-FICTION

SISTER, BROTHER, FAMILY:
An American Childhood in Music
SISTER, BROTHER, FAMILY is the first-ever autobiographical picture book
by country music legend, Willie Nelson and his sister and bandmate,
Bobbie.
Willie and Bobbie Nelson were raised in Texas by their grandparents, who
fostered a love of music by playing at Sunday church services. Soon they
joined a polka band, playing local shows to put food on the table. With
triumphs and tragedies, hard work and determination, Willie eventually
became the cultural icon we know today. Through it all, he and Bobbie
have kept creating music to make people happy — promising that, as
long as there’s music, their family will stay together.
With beautiful interior art, this is an inspiring story of a lifelong bond built
on a love of music and the unwavering support of family.
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THIS IS YOUR TIME
Inspired by the recent wave of activism for racial justice led by young people, this gorgeous
book from a Civil Rights icon has received numerous accolades and is sure to resonate with
readers of all ages.
Ruby Bridges was six years old when she became the first Black student to attend an all-white
school in New Orleans. Her story became emblematic of the Civil Rights movement. Now,
sixty years after that historic event, Bridges — who has dedicated her life to fighting bigotry
and intolerance — has written a powerful letter to readers about her experience, culminating
in a call to action for a new generation of young activists and adults to unite.
Featuring black and white photos throughout — many from Bridges’ personal collection — this
beautifully designed book also features a cover image showing a portion of Norman Rockwell’s
classic painting “The Problem We All Live With”. THIS IS YOUR TIME is a powerful book for
our time — and for all time.

Rights to THIS IS YOUR TIME licensed to:
England – Pushkin Press
Japan – Asunaro Shobo
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RBG’S REAL WONDER WOMEN:
33 Brave, Brilliant, Jewish Women
Who Inspire Everyone
This fascinating book is perfect for young people — or people of all ages — of any race,
religion or orientation from around the world who are interested in girl empowerment and
who love biographies and inspirational stories.
Renowned and revered, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg (affectionately
known as “RBG”) became a global icon. Written in collaboration with RBG and with an
introduction by her, this compelling collection showcases 33 brave and brilliant Jewish
women from throughout history whose lives inspired RBG and are sure to inspire others —
from Miriam and Deborah in Biblical times to Gracia Nasi, whose family fled the Inquisition
and who became the first female global philanthropist, to Fanny Mendelssohn, sister of Felix
and a gifted musician and composer in her own right, to Rita Levi-Montalcini, a scientist
from Turin, to Anne Frank, Golda Meir, Nadine Gordimer, and many, many more.
These trailblazers chose not to settle for the rules and beliefs of their time. They worked
hard and forged their own paths. Future generations will benefit from the actions and
triumphs of these women — role models all — who not only accomplished their own dreams,
but also created positive change in the world.
A passion project of RBG’s during the last year of her life, REAL WONDER WOMEN will be
published as a beautiful gift edition and will also feature a gorgeous full-color portrait to
accompany each woman’s profile.
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RECOGNIZE!:
An Anthology Honoring
and Amplifying Black Life
In this stunning anthology, award-winning Black authors and artists come together to
create a moving collection celebrating Black love, Black creativity, Black resistance,
and Black life.
Prominent Black creators like Nikki Grimes and Sharon Draper, among others, lend their
voices, insight, and talent to an inspiring celebration of Black culture. Essays, poems,
short stories, and historical excerpts combine with a full-color eight-page insert of
spellbinding art to capture the pride, prestige, and jubilation of being Black in America.
In these pages, find the stories of the past, the journeys of the present, and the light
guiding the future.
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DEFIANT
G ROW I N G U P I N T H E J I M C ROW S O U T H

ral

FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM AND
JUSTICE ISN’T EASY. BUT IT IS
LOVE THAT MAKES ME DEFIANT.

DEFIANT:
Growing Up in the Jim Crow South

Born in 1946 in Mansfield, Louisiana, Wade
Hudson came of age against the backdrop

ll. I

of the civil rights movement. From their
home
on Marytakes
Street,a his
close-knit
DEFIANT
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look
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This powerful memoir reveals the hardships, joys, love, and ongoing resilience
starting to write. Most important, Wade
that it took to grow up Black in segregated America, and the lessons that carry
discovered how to find his voice and use
over to the fight for a better future.
it. From his family, his community, and his
fellow college classmates, Wade learned
the necessity of fighting for change by
confronting the laws and customs that
marginalized and demeaned people.
G ROW I N G
UP IN THE
J I M C ROW
SOUTH

This powerful memoir reveals the
struggles,

joys,

love,

and

ongoing

resilience that it took to grow up Black in
segregated America, and the lessons that
carry over to our fight for a better future.

CROWN
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